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Canvas Integrated Apps
Tool Description

BigBlueButton BigBlueButton (BBB) is a web conferencing system designed for online learning.
Note: BBB in Canvas is the free version and has limited capabilities. It is also not supported
by the Teaching and Learning Centre.

Canvas McGraw Hill Provides access to McGraw Hill’s interactive resources tied to course content and
textbooks. This app auto-logs users into MH-Campus from within course material.

Follett Discover Follett Discover is a comprehensive set of tools enabling hassle-free access for instructors
and students to all course materials. Instructors can use their tool to research, discover
and adopt course materials with ease, while students are better prepared for class by
having easy access to purchasing and managing their course materials quickly and
effectively.

Google Drive Google Drive is a file storage and synchronization service developed by Google.

Kaltura Capture Kaltura Capture is an easy-to-use, rich media capture tool that comes built in into Kaltura's
products. With just one click, you can capture multi-stream recordings, easily record videos
linked with PowerPoint, or capture your screen.

Kaltura Virtual Classroom Kaltura Virtual Classroom platform provides an easy-to-use experience purposely built for
online instruction, standalone or integrated to the LMS.

LockDown Browser LockDown Browser prevents cheating during proctored online exams.

Pearson MyLab Pearson offers integration between Canvas and its MyLab and Mastering products. This
integration provides the ability for the instructor and students to link from a Canvas course
to access their Pearson MyLab and Mastering experience.
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Piazza Piazza is a new style of discussion/Q&A site with a focus on educational institutions. This
integration adds a link to the course navigation for Piazza discussions, and auto-logs the
user into the course discussions area.

Turnitin Turnitin is an originality checking and plagiarism prevention service that checks your writing
for citation mistakes or inappropriate copying.

WileyPLUS The legacy WileyPLUS is an online learning and teaching platform that helps instructors and
students achieve educational success through robust practice problems, feedback,
educational videos, and curated course content.

YouTube Search publicly available YouTube videos. A new icon will appear in your rich content editor
allowing you to search YouTube and embed videos in your course material.

Kritik (Course Level) Peer feedback assessment tool used in the Faculty of Education. Students learn to write
constructive feedback, which improves collaboration and social interaction. Cost to student
use.

zyBooks (Course Level) Interactive textbook (open to use). No cost to license agreement, but there is a cost to
student use ($65.00) per interactive textbook (zyBook).

Mathmatize (Course Level) Mathmatize is a gamified learning math tool. Students can enter mathematical computation
expressions in a gamified environment.


